
20. ENDANGERED SPECIES: Calif. mollusk gets federal protection (01/14/2009) 

Patrick Reis, E&E reporter 

A Southern California mollusk pushed to the brink of extinction by overfishing, disease and -- environmentalists say -- global warming 
gained federal protection yesterday. 

Less than 10 percent of the 3.5 million black abalone that once filled Southern California's tide pools survive. And even though fishing 
for it has been prohibited since 1993, the species continues to decline as its population succumbs to a bacterial infection known as 
"withering syndrome." 

Warm water weakens black abalone's resistance to the disease, so water-desalination plants, power plants and other facilities could 
face regulations or prohibitions from discharging heated water into the mollusk's ocean habitat, said Melissa Neuman, spokeswoman 
for the National Marine Fisheries Service. Federal biologists are currently scouting for ideal abalone habitat, and critical-habitat 
designations will be made next year, she said. 

Environmental groups say protecting the black abalone requires regulating greenhouse gas emissions, which are warming oceans 
and extending the range of withering syndrome. The Bush administration previously ruled that federal regulators should not consider 
the effects of global warming on endangered species because the exact correlation is unclear -- guidelines that environmental groups 
are challenging in court -- but NMFS's mention of ocean acidification as a threat to abalone could provide environmental groups with 
another legal avenue to link carbon emissions and the Endangered Species Act. 

Excess atmospheric carbon dioxide is being absorbed into ocean waters, making them more acidic and less hospitable for mollusks 
and corals. The black abalone is the fourth marine invertebrate on the endangered species list, joining the white abalone and two 
species of coral. 

The direct relationship between ocean acidification and carbon dioxide may provide a better legal platform than global warming to 
block projects that emit carbon because of their effects on endangered species, said Brendan Cummings, oceans director for the 
Center for Biological Diversity, which petitioned NMFS to list the black abalone in 2006. 

While the link between carbon emissions and global warming is undeniable, the effects of global warming on some habitats is still a 
matter of conjecture, Cummings said. "With ocean acidification, the relationship is more direct and the models are a lot less 
complicated, and it may be easier to prove in a courtroom," he said. 

Neuman denied that such a direct link could be established for the abalone. "Currently, we lack a robust body of scientific studies that 
examine both the direct and indirect effects of ocean acidification ... on black abalone or any other marine gastropod," she said. 
"Hopefully, this research gap will be filled in the coming years and future ESA recovery planning may help identify research priorities." 

 




